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Pegaso International Conference 2020 Aims
The Pegaso International Conference was established by Pegaso
International in Malta to develop research and projects organised in line
with the following format: PiResearch, PiPress and PIConf.
The objectives of the conference are to promote research possibilities and
to expand the Pegaso International network in order to attract international
scholars and practitioners primarily from the Mediterranean geographic
area, with the aim of supporting PhD students, and other degree
candidates to progress in their careers in various areas of academia.
The Conference encourages discussion and the exchange of knowledge
and offers a variety publishing opportunities. The Pegaso International
Conference promotes the sharing of most recent developments in the fields
of social science, education, law and European studies, sustainable
development, management, technology and innovation, studies on digital
and inclusive society, immigration, as well as didactic methodologies for
students with special learning needs.
In the era of the COVID19 health emergency that is yet affecting the whole
world, it is crucial to examine all educational opportunities and the
possibilities of internationalisation from distance learning, with the salient
concern that such distance remains only physical and not social.
The 2020 PIConf focuses on the topics and aspects of distance education,
health care, and culture of peace, which are the basis of international
solidarity and cooperation, especially in the EuroMed region.
So the three panels titles are strictly linked and converge to the same
direction:
• Online Education to Strengthen Internationalisation
• Education for Culture of Peace
• Advanced Medical Knowledge, Practice and Associated Technologies:
More Benefits and Less Harm
To complement the conference we are also celebrating in the panel
Advanced Medical Knowledge, Practice and Associated Technologies:
More Benefits and Less Harm the UNESCO World Bioethics Day 2020 which
this year is dedicated to Benefit and Harm, the 4th article of the Universal
Declaration of Bioethics and Human Rights (signed on 19th October 2005).
The 2020 PiConference is also co-organised this year by Pegaso International
with:
• the consortium of 17 partners (5 from EU programme countries and 12
from MED partner countries) of Med2IaH Project (MEDiterranean
Countries: Towards Internationalisation at Home) regarding the panel
Online Education to Strengthen Internationalisation;
• the AlBabtain Cultural Foundation, Kuwait, regarding the panel Education
for Culture of Peace.
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Introductory Messages
Danilo Iervolino
Multiversity Holding President
Pegaso Online University President
The training sector has been able
to respond well and swiftly
to the demand for knowledge even in
a moment of global emergency, and
it has become clear how e-learning
can represent a valid solution
to promote the democratic diffusion
of knowledge and can be resolved in
the online transposition of the method
of study in presence. It is necessary to
have technological tools suitable for
an interactive and erogative didactics
method; it is necessary to have
an ad hoc methodology, through
the support of specialists, thereby
it is necessary to have certified
and scientifically valid contents.
Luigia Melillo
Pegaso International Rector
Director of
International Research Office of Italian
Unit of UNESCO Chair in Bioethics
Director of Euro
Mediterranean Center for Lifelong
Learning, Pegaso Online University
Pegaso International’s great
challenge arises from Malta.
Our aim is to integrate innovative tools
into a tailor-made training offer and to
reconcile e-learning and educational
needs, without forgetting the
importance and value of dialogue
and social interaction. In fact,
what matters in this delicate phase
is to maintain the values of solidarity,
cooperation, ideal neighbourhood
and acceptance, so as not to risk associating the term ‘social’ with a
negative concept. So if even in the field of education the distance remains
only physical, we reach the awareness that continuous and permanent
learning can also be done at a distance, without losing its deepest sense.
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Elio Pariota
Pegaso International –
Pegaso Online University
General Director

PIConf 2019

To run routes of daily life,
where knowledge helps you
in turning difficulties into opportunities
and obstacles into motivations for
development and growth, you should
learn how to act and how to be.
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Conference Programme
Friday, 23 October 2020
14.00–14.30
14.30–16.30
17.00–19.00

Conference Opening and Welcome Addresses
Panel Discussion: Online Education to Strengthen
Internationalisation
Panel Discussion: Education for Culture of Peace

Saturday, 24 October 2020
10.00–12.00

12.30–13.45
14.00–15.15
15.30–16.45
17.00–18.15
18.30–19.30

UNESCO World Bioethics Day 2020, Panel Discussion:
Advanced Medical Knowledge, Practice and Associated
Technologies: More Benefits and Less Harm
Concurrent Sessions A1, B1, and C1
Concurrent Sessions A2, B2, and C2
Concurrent Sessions A3, B3, and C3
Rector’s Address to PhD Students • Project Presentations
Workshop on Publishing Opportunities (for PhD Students)

Conference Boards
Honorary Board
Danilo Iervolino, President, Multiversity Holding, Italy
Luigia Melillo, Rector, Pegaso International, Malta
Elio Pariota, General Director, Pegaso Online University and Pegaso
International, Italy
Marie-Louise Coleiro Preca, President Emeritus of Malta, Malta
Mario Sammartino, Ambassador of Italy in Malta
Abdelhamid El-Zoheiry, President, Euro Mediterranean University, Slovenia
Noel Cuschieri, Chairman National Commission for Further and Higher
Education, Malta
Antonio Felice Uricchio, Italian National Agency for the Evaluation of
Universities and Research Institutes President, Italy
Michel Jalakh, Rector of Antonine Unversity, Lebanon
Zbigniew Pastuszak, Maria Curie-Skłodowska University, Poland
Driss Ouaouicha, Minister of Higher Education and Scientific Research,
Morocco
Gaetano Manfredi, Minister of University, Italy
Vincenzo Amendola, Minister for European Affairs, Italy
Evarist Bartolo, Minister for European and Foreign Affairs, Malta
Programme Board
Touhami Abdouli, General Director, Albabtain Cultural Foundation, Kuwait
Arinola Adefila, Professor at Coventry University, United Kingdom
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Isam Najib AlFuqaha, Dean of Development and Distance Learning and
Dean of Scientific Research and Graduate Studies, Philadelphia
University, Jordan
Mahfoudh Arem, Professor at Sousse International School, Sousse, Tunis
Praveen Kumar Arora, Head of International Committee for World Bioethics
Day UNESCO Chair in Bioethics and Professor of Department of Forensic
Medicine and Toxicology, SAIMS, India
Nabil Ayad, Director Postgraduate international Diplomacy Programmes,
GCU London, UK
Wang Bo, Deputy Director of ‘The Belt and Road’ Science and Technology
Education Exchange Center, Ningbo University of Technology, China
Carlo Calleja, Rev. Dr. and Lecturer in Moral Theology, University of Malta
James Calleja, Principal and CEO, Malta College of Arts, Science and
Technology, Malta
Neville Calleja, Director of Health Information & Research, Ministry of Health,
Malta
Marie Louise Coleiro Preca, President Emeritus of Malta
Michele Corleto, Professor of International Law at Pegaso Online University,
Italy
Rose Anne Cuschieri, Chief Executive Officer, NCFHE, Malta
Russell D’Souza, Director, UNESCO Chair in Bioethics, Department of
Education, Australia
Valerij Dermol, Professor at International School for Social and Business
Studies, Slovenia
Abdelhamid El Zoheiry, President, Euro Mediterranean University, EMUNI,
Slovenia
Francesco Fimmanò, Scientific Director of Research at Pegaso Online
University and Mercatorum Universitas, Italy
Nejib Friji, Director of International Peace Institute, MENA Region
Alen Ježovnik, Managing Editor, University of Primorska Press, Slovenia
Anwar Kawtharani, Dean, Lebanese International University, Lebanon
Dušan Lesjak, Professor at International School for Social and Business Studies
and University of Primorska, Slovenia
Marta Licata, Coordinator of the Research Centre for Osteoarcheology and
Paleopathology at Insubria University, Italy
Shai Linn, Deputy Head, UNESCO Chair in Bioethics, University of Haifa, Israel
Antonella Mauri, UNESCO Chair in Bioethics, Department for Youth Bioethics
Education, Italy
Luigia Melillo, Director of International Research Office of Italian Unit of
UNESCO Chair in Bioethics and Rector of Pegaso International, Malta
Luigi Moccia, Professor at Pegaso Online University & President of Centre
Altiero Spinelli, Rome, Italy
Karim Moustaghfir, Professor at Al Akhawayn University in Ifrane, Morocco
Rui Nunes, Director, UNESCO Chair in Bioethics, Department of Research,
Portugal
Maria Ponce de Leon, Professor at Temple University Rome, Italy
Kongkiti Phusavat, Professor at Department of Industrial Engineering,
Kasetsart University, Thailand
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Krichen Saoussen, Vice President, University of Tunis, Tunis
Eric Schoop, Professor of Information Management at the Technical
University of Dresden, Germany
Nada Trunk Širca, Professor at Euro-Mediterranean University (EMUNI),
University of Primorska, and ISSBS Celje, Slovenia
Haris Vongli, Professor at University of Tirana, Albania
Mohamed Yousri Hashem, President, Heliopolis University for Sustainable
Development, Egypt
Scientific Conference Board
Luigia Melillo, Pegaso International, Malta (conference director and
program chair)
Nada Trunk Širca, University of Primorska, and ISSBS Celje, Slovenia
Lucia Martiniello, Pegaso Online University, Italy
Valerij Dermol, International School for Social and Business Studies, Slovenia
Abdouli Touhami, General Director, Albabtain Cultural Foundation, Kuwait
Organising Team
Daniela Civitillo, Pegaso International, Malta
Rosette Fenech, Pegaso International, Malta
Sabrina Brillante, Pegaso International, Malta
Ludovica Canzano, Pegaso International, Malta
Roberta Allocca, Pegaso Online University, Italy
Federica Durante, Pegaso International, Malta
Maria Tabouras, Pegaso International, Malta
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Conference Opening
and Welcome Addresses
Friday, 23.10.2020 • 14.00–14.30

PIConf 2019

Luigia Melillo, Rector, Pegaso International, Malta
Danilo Iervolino, President, Multiversity Holding, Italy
Elio Pariota, General Director, Pegaso Online University and Pegaso
International, Italy
Mario Sammartino, Ambassador of Italy in Malta
Abdelhamid El-Zoheiry, President, Euro Mediterranean University, Slovenia
Marie-Louise Coleiro Preca, President Emeritus of Malta, Malta
Noel Cuschieri, Chairman National Commission for Further and Higher
Education, Malta
Antonio Felice Uricchio, Italian National Agency for the Evaluation of
Universities and Research Institutes President, Italy
Gaetano Manfredi, Minister of University, Italy (TBC)
Driss Ouaouicha, Minister of Higher Education and Scientific Research,
Kingdom of Morocco
Michel Jalakh, Rector of Antonine Unversity, Lebanon
Evarist Bartolo, Minister for European and Foreign Affairs, Malta (TBC)
Vincenzo Amendola, Minister for European Affairs, Italy (TBC)
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Online Education to Strengthen
Internationalisation
Panel Discussion • Friday, 23.10.2020 • 14.30–16.30
Welcome Address
Nada Trunk Širca, Professor at Euro-Mediterranean University (EMUNI),
University of Primorska, and ISSBS Celje, Slovenia
Moderator
Karim Moustaghfir, Professor at Al Akhawayn University in Ifrane, Morocco
Panelists
James Calleja, Principal and CEO, Malta College of Arts, Science and
Technology, Malta
Saoussen Krichen, Vice President, University of Tunis, Tunis
Eric Schoop, Professor of Information Management at the Technical
University of Dresden, Germany
Mohamed Yousri Hashem, President, Heliopolis University for Sustainable
Development, Egypt
Arinola Adefila, Professor at Coventry University, United Kingdom
Isam Najib AlFuqaha, Dean of Development and Distance Learning and
Dean of Scientific Research and Graduate Studies, Philadelphia
University, Jordan
Dušan Lesjak, Professor at International School for Social and Business Studies
and University of Primorska, Slovenia
Anwar Kawtharani, Dean, Lebanese International University, Lebanon
The Med2IaH Project (MEDiterranean Countries: Towards Internationalisation
at Home) is co-organizing this panel. Med2IaH is E+, CBHE (2022–2023)
project with the consortium of 17 partners from Morocco, Tunisia, Egypt,
Jordan, Lebanon, Spain, France, Italy (Euro Mediterranean Center for
Lifelong Learning – UNIPEGASO), and Slovenia. The concept of the project
was deviced on the notion that for various reasons the largest part of
universities student bodies will always remain non-mobile and therefore
deprived from access to global knowledge and skills. COVID19 is affecting
the education of the whole world, so it is crucial to explore and examine all
existing opportunities for universities. Our aim is to involve integration of
international and intercultural dimensions into the formal and informal
curriculum of higher education for all the students within domestic e-learning
environments.
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Education for Culture of Peace
Panel Discussion • Friday, 23.10.2020 • 17.00–19.00
Welcome Address
Marie-Louise Coleiro Preca, President Emeritus of Malta, Malta
Moderator
Touhami Abdouli, General Director, Albabtain Cultural Foundation, Kuwait
Panelists
Nejib Friji, Director of International Peace Institute, MENA Region
Nabil Ayad, Director Postgraduate international Diplomacy Programmes,
GCU London, UK
Rose Anne Cuschieri, Chief Executive Officer, NCFHE, Malta
Mahfoudh Arem, Professor at Sousse International School, Sousse, Tunis
Luigi Moccia, Professor at UniPegaso & President of Centre Altiero Spinelli,
Rome, Italy
Haris Vongli, Professor at University of Tirana, Albania
Maria Ponce de Leon, Professor at Temple University Rome, Italy
Giuseppe Cataldi, Dean of Department of Human and Social Sciences,
University of Naples L’Orientale, Italy
Charles J. Scicluna, Metropolitan Archbishop of Malta, Malta
This panel is co-organized with the AlBabtain Cultural Foundation, Kuwait,
which supported the development of 17 ‘Manuals’ to teach the culture of
peace (from kindergarten to elementary schools, high schools and
universities) https://www.worldfcp.org/manuals.
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Advanced Medical Knowledge,
Practice and Associated Technologies:
More Benefits and Less Harm
UNESCO World Bioethics Day 2020
Panel Discussion • Saturday, 24.10.2020 • 10.00–12.00
Welcome Address
Luigia Melillo, Director of International Research Office of Italian Unit of
UNESCO Chair in Bioethics and Rector of Pegaso International, Malta
Moderator
Abdelhamid el Zoheiry, President, Euro Mediterranean University, EMUNI,
Slovenia
Panelists
Shai Linn, Deputy Head, UNESCO Chair in Bioethics, University of Haifa, Israel
Neville Calleja, Director of Health Information & Research, Ministry of Health,
Malta
Wang Bo, Deputy Director of ‘The Belt and Road’ Science and Technology
Education Exchange Center, Ningbo University of Technology, China
Arora Praveen Kumar, Head of International Committee for World Bioethics
Day UNESCO Chair in Bioethics and Professor of Department of Forensic
Medicine and Toxicology, SAIMS, India
Russell D’Souza, Director, UNESCO Chair in Bioethics, Department of
Education, Australia
Rui Nunes, Director, UNESCO Chair in Bioethics, Department of Research,
Portugal
Antonella Mauri, UNESCO Chair in Bioethics, Department for Youth Bioethics
Education, Italy
Marta Licata, Coordinator of the Research Centre for Osteoarcheology and
Paleopathology at Insubria University, Varese, Italy
The UNESCO World Bioethics day 2020 is co-organized by UNESCO Chair in
Bioethics, which, every year, celebrates just in October the World Bioethics
Day. This year it focuses on issues of Benefit and Harm, the 4th article of the
Universal Declaration on Bioethics and Human Rights, in applying and
advancing scientific knowledge, medical practice and associated
technologies. There could not have been a more appropriate article to
reflect on the risks of an experimentation pushed beyond the limits and of a
growing gap in public health care in this terrible pandemic.
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Rector’s Address to PhD Students

PIConf 2019

PIConf 2019

Saturday, 24.10.2020 • 17.00–18.15
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Workshop on Publishing Opportunities
(for PhD Students)
Saturday, 24.10.2020 • 18.30–19.30
Welcome Address
Francesco Fimmanò, Scientific Director of Research at Pegaso Online
University and Mercatorum Universitas, Italy
Moderator
Kongkiti Phusavat, Professor at Department of Industrial Engineering,
Kasetsart University, Thailand
Panelists
Valerij Dermol, Professor at International School for Social and Business
Studies, Slovenia
Alen Ježovnik, Managing Editor, University of Primorska Press, Slovenia
Michele Corleto, Professor of International Law at Pegaso Online University,
Italy

PIConf 2019

Promoted Journals
Human Systems Management (Scopus, ESCI)
International Journal of Innovation and Learning (Scopus, ESCI)
International of Value Chain Management (Scopus, ESCI)
International Journal of Management and Enterprise Development (Scopus)
International Journal of Management in Education (Scopus)
International Journal of Euro-Mediterranean Studies (Scopus, DOAJ)
International Journal of Diplomacy and Economy (EconLit)
International Journal of Management, Knowledge and Learning (DOAJ, Erih
Plus)
Management (DOAJ, Erih Plus)
Scientific Bulletin of Politehnica University of Timisoara – Engineering &
Management Series (Index Copernicus)
Eastern European Journal of Regional Studies (DOAJ, Index Copernicus)
Cittadinanza Europea (EBSCO)
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Presentations

A1

Education 1 • Saturday, 24 October • 12:30–13:45
Session Chair: Jacqueline Grimaud

Importance of Incorporating ICT for Effective Usage of Authentic Materials
in ESP Classroom at HIES in Georgia
Tamari Dolidze and Natela Doghonadze
The Role of Online Education: Festivals as Pedagogy
Sixin Fan
Technologies, Pedagogies, and Content for Blending Humanities and
Computing Supporting an Inclusive and Accessible Online Education
Giusy Cristaldi and Francesco Maiorana
Design Thinking and Gaming Applied to Entrepreneurship Education:
Project LittleBigEntrepreneur
Aleš Trunk, Alenka Bernik Dermol, Valerij Dermol and Gonçalo Meireles
The School at the COVID-19 Time
Lucrezia Gallotta
The Role of Albanian Higher Educational Institutions for Successful Integration
in the European Union: Project Valeu-X
Aleš Trunk, Špela Dermol, Ornela Vladi, Nada Trunk Širca, and Agim Kasaj
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Presentations

B1

Sustainable Development • Saturday, 24 October • 12:30–13:45
Session Chair: Ausilia Elce

Disinformation and Misinformation: The Parallel Pandemia
Elisabetta Azzali
Health Care Supply Chain Disruption at Sars-COVID 2 Pandemic
Elisabetta Azzali
The Internationalization of Minor Historic Centers and Disused Sacred
Buildings: Immigration and Humanoid Robotics in the Campania Region
Lorenzo Gargano
The Mediterranean Diet As a Tool for Sustainable Development
and Internationalization of Southern Companies
Francesco Pascuzzo
Monasteries, Convents and Religious Houses In The Salerno Area:
Experiences of Internationalization and a Culture of Peace
Lorenzo Gargano
The Recognition of Each Other’s Diversity
Angelo Ardizzione and Claudia Pintus
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Presentations

C1

Law • Saturday, 24 October • 12:30–13:45
Session Chair: Michele Corleto

‘Cyberbulling:’ Legislative Interventions in the Italian Legal System
Venerina Maria Genovese
Collective Dismissal in the Jobs Act Unconstitutionality and Violation
of EU Principles: Jurisdictional Scenario
Maria Vittoria Santagada
The Trust: Its Use in the Generational Transition
Carmelo Grillo
The Medical Liability and the ‘Gelli-Bianco’ Law of 2017
Margherita Lentini
The Reform of the Labour Market and the Italian Security Strategies
against the Migrants
Ubaldo Nazzaro
Parliamentary Diplomacy: A Tool to Generate New Spaces for Dialogue
and Multicultural Cooperation
Matilde Minieri
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Presentations

A2

Education 2 • Saturday, 24 October • 14:00–15:15
Session Chair: Angele Baluci

Best Practices and On-Line Activities
Lidia Nazzaro, Maurizio Recca, and Giovanni Di Martino
Understanding the Impact of Coronavirus Pandemic on Prospective
International Students
Xiaochuan Ye and Candy Lim Chiu
Coronaphobia Experience: The Impact of the Coronavirus Outbreak
on International Students
Jiaqi Ye
The Diversity Cannot Be Seen As the Enemy
Claudia Pintus and Angelo Ardizzone
Education for Culture of Peace
Rosa De Martino
Kinetic and Robotic Art: New Trends and Applications
Sonia Caterino
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Presentations

B2

Business & Management • Saturday, 24 October • 14:00–15:15
Session Chair: Carlo Calleja

The Evolution of Marketing and Communication in Italian Small
and Medium-Sized Enterprises
Fabrizio Gritta
Instruments for the Promotion of an Organizational Safety Culture
Federico de Andreis
The Interconnections of Science, Economics and Governance
in Digital Society As a Tool of Sustainable Development
Annamaria Csiszer
EU Integration through Financial Literacy: Project JM CU-IMOP
Aleš Trunk, Alenka Bernik Dermol, and Gorazd Justinek
Developement of a Four-Dimensions GDPR Scheme
Marko Zebec Koren
Spiritual Intelligence: Newly Grounded and Newly Developed
Michael Hagemann
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Presentations

C2

Social Inclusion 1 • Saturday, 24 October • 14:00–15:15
Session Chair: Angela D’Addio

Sigmund Freud and ‘Dream-Work’
Walter Pierluigi Milone
Cultural Sustainability and Technological Development at the
Basis of Social Equity
Paolo Ammaturo, Carlo Ammaturo, and Paolo Aiello
Utopia and Dystopia in the Digital Architecture Project on the Amalfi Coast:
Legal Aspects and Data Protection, Digital Internationalization
and the Culture of Peace
Gino Fontana and Lorenzo Gargano
Cultural Challenges between Environment and Technology
Paolo Ammaturo and Maria Bruna Letizia Fallucca
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Presentations

A3

Education 3 • Saturday, 24 October • 15:30–16:45
Session Chair: Giuseppe Reale

Coronavirus Disruptions to the Private Higher Education Sector in Malaysia
Benny Lim
Intercultural Education Between Methodological Innovations
and Ideological Contrasts: A Possible Model
Emilia Tartaglia Polcini and Giuseppe Reale
Digital Education in Europe
Agostino Sorbara
The ‘Third Man’ in the Bio-Info-Modified Society
Bartolo Angela
Italian as a Foreign Language for Anglophone Speakers
Maria-Luisa Mangano-Johnson and Carmela Schiavo
Mapping the Organization and Administration of the Reception/Preparatory
Classes for the Education of Refugees (DYEP) within the Frame of the Broader
Field of Intercultural Education in Greece
Michail Ntailianis
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Presentations

B3

Social Incusion 2 • Saturday, 24 October • 15:30–16:45
Session Chair: Luigia Melillo

Unaccompanied Foreign Minors and Care of Migrant Subjectivity
Maria Platamone
Fighters Against War: Women Peace Movements in the First World War
Maria Elena Gerarda Russo
The Role of Individual Factors and Family Functioning in the Development
of Emotional-Behavioural Problems During the Adolescence
Maria Di Giovanni
Inclusion of Unaccompanied Foreign Minors in the Primary School
Katiuscia Trovato
The Model of Social Integration of Migrants in Host Country: Project Cisotra
Nada Trunk Širca, Luigia Melillo, Anica Novak Trunk, Alenka Bernik Dermol,
and Augusto Sebastio
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Presentations

C3

Information Technology • Saturday, 24 October • 15:30–16:45
Session Chair: Tamari Dolize

Germany: Tail Light Position in Digitization; An Analysis of a Decentralized
Tax Administration Based on the Digital European Society Index
Daniel Simon Schaebs
Modeling of Human Behavior, Neuroscience, Law and Artificial Intelligence:
Algorithm and Experimentation
Gino Fontana
Virtual Tutoring as an Emerging Pre-Condition for a New Wave
of International Tourism Management
Giacomo Primo Sciortino
Readings from the Book of Mankind: Donating Data for Peace
Stephan Klinger and Milan Mijalkovic
The World after COVID-19: Damages and Benefits of Trials in the Battle
against the Virus
Roberta Allocca
Use of Digital Teaching Resources in SMEs: Project DigiVET
Valerij Dermol, Nada Trunk Širca, Špela Dermol, and Alexander Krauss
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Abstracts

Disinformation and Misinformation:
The Parallel Pandemia
Elisabetta Azzali
Pegaso International, Malta
As Sars-2 Covid-19 global pandemic continues, many countries are
emerging from confinement, and as a result people are focusing on how to
keep safe and healthy and prevent a ‘second wave’. A key aspect of this
effort is ensuring the accurate and timely delivery of health related
information. This perfect storm of a global pandemic hitting a world with
global connectivity may be unprecedented, we utilize our social networks to
exchange information as we try to make sense of what is going on around
us. Crisis contexts result in a limited ability to clarify facts or check sources.
Unfortunately, misinformation during a public health crisis can prevent the
adoption and use of evidence-based preventive measures and treatments
and consequently worsen an epidemic (Tan et al. 2015). When public health
officials are seen as less credible sources, people tend to turn to informal
sources to find health information (Jan and Baek 2019). The spread of
medical misinformation has become a particularly salient problem online –
both within social media platforms themselves and on the diverse websites
that feed social media discourse. Collaborative efforts between platforms
and public health authorities are requested. People need digital and
literacy skills to navigate and make sense of what they see online.
Keywords: information, disinformation, infodemic, misinformation, social
media, public health
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Abstracts

Germany: Tail Light Position in Digitization;
An Analysis of a Decentralized Tax Administration
Based on the Digital European Society Index
Daniel Simon Schaebs
Pegaso International, Malta
This paper describes the historical reasons for a decentralized tax
administration in Germany and compares different structures. With special
consideration of a five-step model for the digitization in Europe and the
OECD listed challenges, an in-depth analysis of the Digital Economy and
Society Index (DESI) reveals Germany’s weakening position in the European
context. For this purpose, the DESI of 2019 was adapted to cover the
essential determinants of the tax administration. This adapted DESI (a-DESI)
value was linked to the gross domestic product (GDP) per capita 2019 in
order to include the performance of the countries. For this in-depth analysis,
the new key indicator Relative Digitization Efficiency (RDE) was developed
and revealed that Germany is at the bottom of the league in digitization,
although the GDP per capita offers the country many opportunities. The
decentralized tax administration could be linked to a negative impact on
the progress of digitization because of structural disadvantages.
Keywords: German tax administration, decentralized tax administration,
degree of digitalization/digitization, Digital European Society Index (DESI),
gross domestic product (GDP) per capita, Relative Digitization Efficiency
(RDE)
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Abstracts

Importance of Incorporating ICT for Effective Usage
of Authentic Materials in ESP Classroom at HIEs
in Georgia
Tamari Dolidze
Batumi State Maritime Academy, Georgia and Pegaso International, Malta
Natela Doghonadze
International Black Sea University, Georgia and Pegaso International, Malta
We are living in a world of advanced technology and most learners are
exposed to ICT-based classrooms, where Technology Integration into the
learning process currently serves as one of the hottest buzzwords in
education all around the world. Nowadays, especially after the Outbreak of
COVID 19 TECHNOLOGY INTEGRATION has become not only a
recommended but an inevitable way of running any academic process,
including among them EFL and ESP classes. Therefore, the presented article
will serve as an attempt for showing the importance of integrating
technologies in ESP education at the level of tertiary education in Georgia
for effective usage of authentic materials, i.e. TED talks, live streams and etc.
in EFL classroom, particularly while teaching English for Specific Purposes, i.e.
Business English and Business Communications in English and prove its
significance on the basis of the Survey filled by ESP Specialists in Georgia and
abroad. The survey method is based on the qualitative and quantitative
data obtained through questioning field specialists about the significance of
integrating ICT in the ESP classroom and drawing the final conclusion on the
basis of the findings.
Keywords: technology, EFL/ESP learning, integration, advantages, authentic
materials
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Abstracts

Modeling of Human Behavior, Neuroscience,
Law and Artificial Intelligence:
Algorithm and Experimentation
Gino Fontana
Pegaso International, Malta
The modeling of human behavior, on which the functional logic of artificial
intelligence is based, passes through the observation of natural phenomena
related to the individual and the functioning of the mind. The construction of
artificial neuronal chains of machine learning that may seem only the result
of engineering and cybernetic processes cannot fail to take into account
the real functioning of the delicate mental processes that govern human
action. Human behavior is based on the analysis of the basic man’s mental
processes, and of the masses, both through the decryption of natural
language and the emotional reactions connected to them, as well as on
the lever of primordial instincts or cognitive dissonances. The creation of the
model is the result of our experiment, aimed at understanding whether it’s
possible to create artificial intelligence models that are not discriminatory
and deceptive. The experiment conducted was carried out on two groups
18/35 and 36/50 – total 2000 subjects who were given thirty multiple choice
questions to be answered in fifty minutes, using the time spent on each
question as an indicator. The majority of the questions administered to the
participants are based on stereotypes, behaviors and / or discriminatory,
aggressive, abusive, social structure of archaic social structure, anti-juridical,
conformist conduct, de-responsibility, doubt, on the separation between a
sense of legality, morality and right. The result of the research leads us to
believe that it’s not possible to create an A.I. that is not discriminatory and
polluted by the context.
Keywords: artificial intelligence, algorithm, neuronal network, stereotype,
weak rights, modeling of human behavior
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Abstracts

Virtual Tutoring as an Emerging Pre-Condition
for a New Wave of International Tourism Management
Giacomo Primo Sciortino
Pegaso International, Malta
The COVID pandemia will make the World’s tourism turnover plummet in
2020. Tourism was in fact worstly hit by a crisis calling for social distances.
Just consider that, by WTO indexes, tourism GNP was in 2019 above 10% of
the total in all leading Countries (USA, France, Spain, Italy), with a sizeable
role of international incoming tourism. But also less developed areas such as
Africa were experiencing a strong increase. On the other hand, a new
paradigm of tourism management is forming: virtual tutoring. For safety issues
it is becoming a pre-condition for any tourism offer. Which, in other words,
means that tourists must now necessarily find online interactive, operational
and stimulating tools for choosing and planning their travel, as well as for
monitoring it to a satisfactory completion. Our observations originate from
the EU sustainable development policies, and related educational
guidelines, particularly from the work of researchers in EU supported
platforms (e.g. Erasmus Smart Rural Tourism), focused on countryside-rural
hosting (safer regarding distance requirements), and the development of
smart (virtual, etc.) tools for the tourists’ explorations. These SRT projects, are
aimed basically at MOOC and lifelong learning training. In conclusion, a
virtual tools package emerging from those projects, and suitable for Africa,
is designed, and connected to previous research on the communication
resources for development in the Continent, which for environmental,
cultural and political reasons, are always depending on satellite services
(web connection in remote areas, geographical mapping, localization).
An interesting list of ‘mature’ Countries, and itineraries is finally drawn.
Keywords: education, e-learning, international tourism, Africa, digital divide
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Health Care Supply Chain Disruption
at Sars-Covid 2 Pandemic
Elisabetta Azzali
Pegaso International, Malta
The Sars-Covid 2 pandemic is raising questions about risks in supply chains.
Supply chains structures were overloaded. Long recent decades supply
chains have globalized, specialized and become learner or just in time, they
are more efficient, less risky, in certain areas, but potentially more exposed to
a breakdown of cooperation. An important lesson from how the Sars-Covid
2 pandemic disrupting the health care supply chain: At first it’s important to
recognize that this is not a regional disruption for providers such as what
happens after a severe earthquake, rather it’s a global event where
hospitals, physicians and clinical laboratories in nearly every country are
competing to redirect essential supplies to their organizations. Lockdown put
into crisis partner’s visibility which cooperates along the whole supply chain.
Clinical laboratories need to implement process improvement techniques
into inventory management and purchasing procedures when contracting
for instruments, reagents, consumables, specimen collection supplies, and
personal protective equipment. Most of the viable supply resources for
swabs or masks, for example, require large purchases and payment in
advance and generally health systems are not willing to take that risk. The
market crisis is demand-side and offer-side at the same time. Supply chain
teams must be proactive. Strategic health apparel needs to be at any time
accessible in all country’s territory.
Keywords: supply chain, public health, globalized market, strategic
equipment, artificial intelligence, public good, shortage, circular economy
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Sigmund Freud and ‘Dream-Work’
Walter Pierluigi Milone
Pegaso International, Malta
The research focuses on Sigmund Freud (1856–1939), an extraordinary
professor at the University of Vienna, about the ‘dream-work’ stated: If you
have come to the head of the dream censorship and of representation by
symbols, even if you have not yet definitively defeated the deformation of
the dream, you are in any case able to understand most dreams. For this
purpose, it is possible to use two complementary techniques, namely to
evoke the associations of the dreamer until you are able to grasp the
authentic material and change, taking into account the knowledge, the
symbols with a relative meaning. Subsequently, we will deal with problems
emerging from this combination. We can resume a task with insufficient
means which was considered in relation to the dream elements and the
corresponding authentic material. Four main relations came to light – the
part with the whole, approximation or allusion, symbolic relationship, and
plastic representation of words. We now want to undertake the same
research on a larger scale, comparing the manifest content of a dream with
the latent one discovered through interpretation. The author hopes that
these two things, manifest and latent, will never again be exchanged with
each other and if you truly succeed, you will, in all likelihood, consider
yourselves further in the understanding of a dream of most readers of the
Interpretation of Dreams written by Freud. For this purpose, we will repeat
that ‘the work that transforms the latent dream into a manifest dream is
called dream-work’.
Keywords: interpretation of dreams, Freud, manifest elements, latent
elements
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The Evolution of Marketing and Communication
in Italian Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises
Fabrizio Gritta
Pegaso International, Malta
In recent years, the socio-economic context has undergone a number of
deep transformations, essentially due to the development of the Internet
and the advancement of the sharing economy. We can detect the
transition from the Industrial Era to the current one marked by the beginning
of the Digital Revolution, geared to the creation of value for the customer.
Over the last few months, the effect caused by COVID-19 has been helping
to accelerate the digitalization process of enterprises. Business models must
necessarily be re-evaluated in the light of these changes. Through them, the
marketing orientation is evolving towards the approach to the relationship
with the user. SMEs need to pay attention to these changes. Since SMEs play
a structurally important role in the productive assets of all advanced national
economies, this paper intends to focus on the digital marketing of SMEs,
taking into account the fact that it contributes to business development and
that it is in close connection with the transformations of the socio-economic
context. The project focuses on Italian SMEs and intends to investigate how
they use digital tools to design and disseminate the Market Value Formula
and to interact with the environment. The aim is to understand the state of
the art of digital marketing in SMEs and identify possible development paths
useful to SMEs to improve their approach to marketing. In detail, the
research aims to verify the degree of use of digital technologies, in particular
the website, which is the main tool for creating value for the user/consumer.
Keywords: digital marketing, SMEs, digital revolution, sharing economy,
business development, market value formula
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Instruments for the Promotion of an Organizational
Safety Culture
Federico de Andreis
Pegaso International, Malta
Risk management is a process, or rather a series of processes, of identifying
and assessing risks and creating a plan to contain or control those identified
and their consequences for an organization. A risk is an undesirable event, a
potential loss or damage and is attributable to different areas. Risk
management at the organizational level is an important component of the
entire business strategy, increasingly relevant in complex organizations,
because it helps to avoid unexpected situations. An adherence to
corporate risk management compliance regulations is essential, and many
organizations have defined standards for their management, since none of
them could completely avoid any risk, but at least could try to reduce the
impact of the consequences. Complex organizations always considered
prevention as one of the fundamental elements of business processes. The
foundation of an efficient system, in fact, is the functional analysis of safety.
The promotion of a safety culture , which can only be achieved through the
organizational behavior and the effective involvement of the human factor,
plays a central role in all these phases. The objective of this research is
therefore to analyze how these instruments could mitigate the
consequences of negative events. The research, also through the studies of
different case studies identifies how these two elements can be considered
as fundamental tools of risk management. Fundamental will be to
demonstrate how training on the subject is to be considered the
fundamental instrument of promotion.
Keywords: organizational behavior, human factor, organizations, risk
management
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Cultural Sustainability and Technological
Development at the Basis of Social Equity
Paolo Ammaturo
Pegaso International, Malta
Carlo Ammaturo
Pegaso International, Malta
Paolo Aiello
Pegaso International, Malta
Through the identification of a solid and effective distance education
methodology, a multicultural path of dialogue between international
teaching classes is promoted, which is based on agreements between the
Italian Ministry of Education (MIUR), UNICEF and other international
organizations, with a view to tolerant and united coexistence that meets a
broadspectrum civic and empathic sense for the protection of human rights
and understanding of different ethnic groups. Starting from the analysis of
the most innovative technologies and their applicability to online scenarios,
the structural limits are highlighted which, in addition to hindering equal
opportunities, prevent the creation of suitable conditions to promote global
inclusion in a harmonious international and pluralist environment, favouring,
instead, monopoly and class coalitions that leave no room for the less
well-off categories. In a highly interconnected and technology-dependent
world, we are still witnessing the marginalization of some people unable to
access the most common digital devices. Even in developed countries,
there are areas in which digital services are poorly served or inaccessible to
the most disadvantaged families. As a result, the social gap is destined to
increase, in contrast to a compact, unitary and inclusive social structure.
Through targeted digital literacy and fair use of digital services, technology
can become an integration tool and an effective mediator, a fundamental
partner in the creation of an ideal pedagogical field for the transmission of
knowledge and support a culture that cancels inequalities and prejudices,
and promotes peace among populations.
Keywords: education, inclusion, technology, development
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Utopia and Dystopia in the Digital Architecture Project
on the Amalfi Coast: Legal Aspects and Data
Protection, Digital Internationalization
and the Culture of Peace
Gino Fontana
Pegaso International, Malta
Lorenzo Gargano
Università degli Studi di Salerno
The research concerned a social analysis related to historical architecture
on the Amalfi Coast. The theoretical backgrounds were mainly related to
interactivity with digital and robotic systems applied to sociology and
technical architecture of the built environment. The purpose of the research
was to provide a tool for the internationalization of historical, architectural
and demo-ethno-anthropological aspects in the Amalfi Coast, aimed at
disseminating the culture of peace. The objectives of the study were to
create a database with a relative smartphone application for the
conservation of the memory of the environment built on the Amalfi Coast, to
allow the virtual use of the historical and contemporary Amalfi landscape,
through interactivity with robotics managed by a central European unit. The
research methods were qualitative and quantitative, mainly of digital relief,
of historical and archival research, of digitization, of conservation and
keeping of the collected data and the related technical-legal implications
and analysis on sample subjects. The scientific evidence that emerged in this
study was the identification and classification of building types and peculiar
architectural elements of historical architecture on the Amalfi Coast. In the
research project it was assumed to distribute the robotic units throughout the
Amalfi Coast, for monitoring and conditioning the virtual accesses and
related uses of digital users, estimated on a representative sample.
Keywords: utopia, digitalproject, Amalfi coast, digital internationalization,
culture of peace, demoethnoanthropology
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‘Cyberbulling’: Legislative Interventions
in the Italian Legal System
Venerina Maria Genovese
Pegaso International, Malta
The technological transformation and the way adolescents relate to each
other have seen the spread of behaviors linked to the incorrect use of new
technologies. The field of action is the network which allows the cyberbully
to hide behind untrue or altered identities. The starting point of oue research
is the increase of the phenomenon despite the legislator intervened by the
law 71/2017 to counter and prevent the phenomenon of cyberbullying. We
will analyze such a law proposal which contains preventive and repressive
purposes, approved by the Chamber of Deputies, in January 2020, which
envisages changes to this law. The measures proposed are severe and
include cyberbully removal from the family in the most serious cases. This will
be followed by the study of the bills presented to the Senate to address the
central issue of the need to start an education in the use of the web from
childhood. To educate in responsibility and awareness in the use of various
digital tools all the chains linked to the educational agencies such as family,
school, local authorities, associations must be involved. The research
methods we will use are referred to archive search: bibliographic, computer
and statistical sources; interpretation of legal texts and case studies. We will
finish our study by showing that kids with a higher level of self-esteem and
self-efficacy are stronger in managing cyberbullying attacks.
Keywords: law, cyberbulling, digital devices, responsibility
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Unaccompanied Foreign Minors and Care
of Migrant Subjectivity
Maria Platamone
Pegaso International, Malta
This research project focuses on the methodological approach of most of
the published research, which, despite a diversification resulting from the
contents expressed and the phenomena investigated, shows a common
denominator: the aggregation of numbers or a numerical reality often
overlooking people, individual experiences and situations woven together.
For this reason, this work uses methodological models that address the
‘migratory process involving minors’ by studying its well-identified
characteristics, or the ‘reasons’ – detached from the context analysis of
migratory flows – behind every single experience. Assumptions that help us
deeply understand who the migrant minors arriving in our country ‘are’ and
how they are ‘managed’. The research hypothesis: The ‘minor’s
autobiography’ could get trapped in cultural and vital spaces far from those
that belong to those who approach the study of this phenomenon, to the
point that (and it is not so rare) the mechanisms of interpretation of personal
stories appear to be limited and reductive. The objectives of the research
are: identifying, in principle, the strategies activated for promoting the
integration of unaccompanied minors in Italy; assessing the quality of the
social integration of unaccompanied migrant minors in the different
reception contexts. Context: minors/families, work, identity and free choice,
health and well-being; sociology of territory, sociology of migration.
Research methodology: two main types of information gathering tools were
used. With regard to context analysis, descriptive tools were used: data
made available by research institutes, data and information obtained from
published studies.
Keywords: minors, integration, inclusion, orientation
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The Internationalization of Minor Historic Centers
and Disused Sacred Buildings: Immigration
and Humanoid Robotics in the Campania Region
Gargano Lorenzo
Università degli Studi di Salerno
The theoretical backgrounds of the research are of an architectural, social
and economic nature. The subject of study is the internationalization of
historic centers and abandoned sacred buildings, immigration and the
implementation of humanoid robotics in the Campania region. The reuse of
sacred spaces and historic centers are aimed at the implementation of the
culture of peace in the countries of the European Union. The problems of the
formation of a single European identity, immigration from non-European
countries, the decrease in births in the countries of the Union, the
depopulation of minor historic centers, the degradation of ancient sacred
buildings represented an opportunity, according to the Galilean method.
They have been managed according to a precise integrated project of
internationalization and socio-economic development. The aim of the
research was to provide an application model for the management and
resolution of social and artistic problems. The objectives of the study were
the identification of a socio-economic methodology for the restoration and
conservation of cultural, historical and artistic heritage. The research
methods were qualitative and quantitative, of demo-ethno-anthropological
analysis, of statistical analysis of social, historical and artistic environments.
The scientific evidence was the preparation of an application for digital
smartphone systems connected with humanoid robotic systems, the
collection of data and the preparation of an artistic manual with a relative
application for digital systems from smartphones connected with robotic
systems for the legal management of the territory of the European Union
and the formation of a new European supranational identity.
Keywords: internationalization, culture of peace, minor historic centers,
sacred buildings, immigration, robotics
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The Role of Online Education: Festivals as Pedagogy
Sixin Fan
Pegaso International, Malta
Festivals are often seen as social cohesion or cultural celebrations by
organizers and host communities. Since the outbreak of COVID-19, many
festivals around the world have to be cancelled or postponed. Some
festivals are developing safe and socially distanced alternative ways to go
online. This presentation delves into higher an arts and cultural festival
management course offered by an institution of higher learning in Hong
Kong. An online arts festival was curated and managed as part of the
learning outcome in the time of pandemic. Online festivals as experimental
pedagogy nurtures, encourages and supports new arts practice among
students, while also providing them with creative opportunities and
challenges. It also explores new territories by evaluating the teaching quality,
rationale and sustainability of online education.
Keywords: online education, festivals, pedagogy
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Readings from the Book of Mankind:
Donating Data for Peace
Stephan Klinger
JKU Linz, Ferdinand Porsche Fern FH, Germany
Milan Mijalkovic
North Macedonia
The contribution to be made with this paper will cover a bi-directional
perspective from the angles of philosophy and art. The base line will look on
the prospective possibilities of searching for structure in ‘messy’ (i.e. not
organized and cleaned) data. Cukier and Mayer-Schoenberger (2013)
described experiences of professionals in business and public administration
with the use of big data to streamline their processes. Their reports boil down
to a baseline where the search for correlations put them in a situation, where
they solved their problems in a much better way – compared to the search
for causal connections. In the final chapter of his major work Tristes Tropioues
the French anthropologist Claude Levi-Strauss (1955) did some reasoning
about the advantages and disadvantages of modern life in comparison to
hunter and gatherers societies. He dreamed about a gigantic matrix, that
covers all societies and their behavior. He thought about that to be a Book
of Peoples. Nowadays, when we insert just a few letters into google and take
a look at the continuously improving recommendations, a vision of machines
that understand human behavior on the basis of simple correlations is
coming closer. A process covering not only peoples, but all people. Through
people donating their data, they contribute to such a ‘Book of Humankind’
and link themselves to the equality of all human beings. Data for peace.
Keywords: Book of Humankind, data, correlation, peace
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Technologies, Pedagogies, and Content for Blending
Humanities and Computing Supporting an Inclusive
and Accessible Online Education
Giusy Cristaldi
Pegaso International, Malta
Francesco Maiorana
University of Urbino
It is recognized that educators must embrace and be at the forefront in
technologies, pedagogies, and content in order to offer quality education
to all learners. According to the UNESCO goals for sustainable development,
quality education that reaches all students is of paramount importance. The
work, after reviewing the competency framework for teachers and
educators, will present, according to the Technological Pedagogical
Content Knowledge (TPCK) framework, a distilled set of technologies,
pedagogies and contents suited for introducing computing and Information
Technologies when teaching humanities. The study will present the result of a
literature review conducted with both a structured and a semi-structured
approach. The structured approach will be conducted according to the
Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses
(PRISMA) methodology and will be coupled, in a semi-structured way, with
the resources and experiences of the authors. The implications and best
practices for reducing educational barriers to foster inclusive and accessible
education for all will be presented. Finally, the design and protocol for a
research study aiming to explore whether the use of a block-based
approach in teaching Latin will reduce the cognitive load faced by novice
students, thus supporting a more inclusive approach in teaching Latin,
Humanities, and Computing will be presented.
Keywords: humanities, computing, technological pedagogical content
knowledge, block based programming languages, inclusive education,
accessible education
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Digital Education in Europe
Agostino Sorbara
Pegaso International, Malta
With the survey carried out on digital education in European schools we
want to highlight its importance. The education systems of the 38 countries
participating in the Erasmus+ program are analyzed. The research was
conducted taking into consideration the primary and secondary school
education systems (lower and upper) in the school year 2018/2019. Digital
technologies have revolutionized our society, in fact we speak of ‘digital
natives’, the children of ‘today’ grow up and live with a ‘massive’ use of
these technologies. The analysis of the surveys shows that the use of digital
technologies is largely limited to leisure activities and not to school activities,
highlighting a delay in the use of digital technologies in European schools.
The development of digital skills is foreseen in almost all school curricula of
the European countries.
Keywords: digital education, Europe, Erasmus+, digital technologies
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The School at the COVID-19 Time
Gallotta Lucrezia
Pegaso International, Malta
The global pandemic, caused by the spread of the COVID-19 virus, induced
an emergency all around the world, involving all the society areas. The
school shutdown, began in March 2020, has pointed out critical issues due to
economic and territorial inequalities, certainly prior to the actual crisis but
which have become very evident in the crisis. Digital platforms represented
not only the most immediate solution to respond to the containment of the
pandemic but also the most effective tool, able to guarantee the necessary
social distancing. This research work represents a synthesis of the changes
we observed because the school, in all its levels and grade, suddenly found
itself having to move the educational and training processes from a real to a
virtual classroom. As for the PhD thesis, so in this case the analysis of the
various changes experienced by the school world was carried out by the
use of a questionnaire. It will deal with the problem of the ‘digital divide’ and
how Italian teachers have had to process a substantial change in teaching
methodology as well as the strengths and criticalities of distance learning,
considering the results obtained at the end of the 2019/2020 school year.
Keywords: school, digital divide, distance learning
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Cultural Challenges between Environment
and Technology
Paolo Ammaturo
Pegaso International, Malta
Maria Bruna Letizia Fallucca
Pegaso International, Malta
The widespread use of distance learning due to the coronavirus pandemic
has helped to demystify the negative impact of technological development
on our society. This seems to confirm man’s irrepressible dependence on the
digital world. This new technological reality and this innovative teaching
method can open the doors to broader research in the international
scenario, based on full accessibility, transparency and democratization of
information. Cultural sustainability starts with the establishment of a digital
ecosystem on a global scale that also includes environmental education so
that active participation in the conservation of the planet is promoted in the
new generations. The need for empathic awareness, a reorganization of
social values, the concept of responsibility, and a way of satisfying basic
needs takes over. By encouraging the establishment of international virtual
classrooms, it is possible to share multicultural experiences with the aim of
analysing the most effective strategies, in a collaborative work that aims to
solve social problems. The virtual environment becomes the facilitator of an
international dialogue aimed at keeping together the delicate balance
between profit and the environment and making sure that this relationship is
sustainable. The future guardians of the world, a global village of humanity,
are called upon to respect the environment, which starts from respect for
others so that they can be builders of a world of peace in which
stereotypes, prejudices, discrimination are put aside to leave room for a new
cultural structure based on international cooperation for the benefit of the
world community.
Keywords: sustainability, technology, environment, development
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Monasteries, Convents and Religious Houses
in the Salerno Area: Experiences of
Internationalization and a Culture of Peace
Gargano Lorenzo
University of Salerno
The theoretical backgrounds of the research were internationalization and
the culture of peace in the context of ecclesiastical residential structures:
monasteries, convents and religious houses. The object of study is the
implementation of the green economy in the monasteries, convents and
religious houses of the Salerno area, as experiences of internationalization
and culture of peace. The purpose of the research was to analyze the forms
of historical living of the Catholic Church in the Salerno area, also providing
a theoretical model for internationalization and the culture of peace in the
ecclesiastical environment. Furthermore, the use of robotics in sacred
architectural spaces was studied. The objectives of the study were the
analysis of some monasteries, convents and religious houses in the Salerno
area and the proposal of a methodology for internationalization and the
culture of peace. The research methods were of a statistical and analytical
type. Archive research was carried out for the correct reconstruction of the
construction phases of sacred buildings and accurate geometric and
material surveys were carried out for the artistic analysis and architectural
composition of the spaces. The scientific evidence was of a historical,
architectural and socio-cultural nature, highlighting the aspects of
internationalization and the culture of peace, already present, in nuce, in
the architectural conception of sacred architecture in the Salerno area and
presenting working hypotheses for the sustainable development and
robotics in the architectural and landscape fields.
Keywords: sacred architecture, green economy, internationalization, culture
of peace, sustainable development, robotics.
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The Role of Individual Factors and Family Functioning
in the Development of Emotional-Behavioural
Problems During the Adolescence
Maria Di Giovanni
Pegaso International, Malta
The present cross-sectional study aimed at investigating the joint role of
variables linked to individual functioning (emotion regulation and theory of
mind) and family functioning in the development of emotional-behavioural
problems during adolescence. A sample of 108 participants between 12
and 18 years old and their parents completed a battery of questionnaires
including the Emotion Regulation Questionnaire (ERQ), the Difficulties in
Emotion Regulation Scale (DERS), the Family Adaptability and Cohesion
Evalutation Scales (FACES IV) and the Child Behavior Checklist/6–18
(CBCL/6–18). In addition, adolescents were administered theReading the
Mind in the Eye Test,a task assessing affective Theory of Mind (ToM) – i.e., the
ability to infer others’ emotions. Data were analyzed with multivariate
statistical techniques, including regressions and path analyses.The results
suggested several interesting conclusions. First, the use of an expressive
suppression strategy was positively correlated with non acceptance of
emotional responses, limited access to emotion regulation strategies and
lack of emotional clarity. Second, the use of cognitive reappraisal was
positively correlated (and the use of expressive suppression negatively
correlated) with high scores of family cohesion, flexibility and
communication. Third, adolescents who rated their families’ structures as
highly disengaged, enmeshed or chaotic had lower scores in the affective
ToM task and were reported to have more externalizing problems. We also
report the preliminary results of a short-time intervention aimed at increasing
the emotional skills of a subsample of adolescents through their participation
to a series of online workshops on the regulation of negative emotions.
Keywords: prosociality, empathy, development, adolescents, emotions,
technologies
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Collective Dismissal in the Jobs Act Unconstitutionality
and Violation of EU Principles: Jurisdictional Scenario
Vittoria Santagda
Pegaso International, Malta
The purpose of the research is to detect the jurisdictional scenario as a result
of the unequal treatment of the worker in relation to the date of hiring,
according to the new regulations of the institution of collective dismissal
provided for in Legislative Decree no. 23/2015 (Jobs Act); examination of the
profiles of unconstitutionality and violation of European legislation. With
Legislative Decree 2015, the so-called Jobs Act, the structure of worker
protections was reduced to encourage the development of businesses
through the flexibility of human resource management. In reality, the
economic effects are still unproven while a precarious reality has been
produced. The Courts have found violations of fundamental principles have
referred to the Constitutional Court and the European Court of Justice, the
latter has not yet ruled on the application profiles in stark contrast with the
principles of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union and
of Directive 70/1999 EC. The application effects of the JOBS ACT, were
limited in the COVID period, in favor of the worker since the automatic
renewal of employment relationships was provided in the Dl to recover the
suspension period due to the lockdown, confirmed in the part of the
contract renewal without causal. Search for sentences of the Supreme
Courts, orders for the transfer of legislative texts, European directives,
European treaties, Italian Constitution. The conclusion will be on comparison
between the rulings of the Supreme Courts in progress and on the
jurisprudential limits with respect to the concrete application of the Jobs Act.
Keywords: jobs act, jurisprudence, worker, collective dismissal
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The Trust: Its Use in the Generational Transition
Carmelo Grillo
Pegaso International, Malta
The Trust is often used in family businesses as a planning tool for generational
handover. The purpose of the trust in the generational handover is to ensure
the unity and integrity of the corporate and company assets by avoiding
conflicts between the heirs and allowing the possibility of finding, among
them, the successor capable of leading the company itself. Through the use
of the trust, the entrepreneur remains free in choosing his successor. In fact,
the trustee designated by the settlor will have the task of administering the
business complex so that the wealth and income produced are devolved to
the beneficiaries descendants of the entrepreneur. Furthermore, the use of
the trust in the generational transfer of the company also allows a tax
advantage that manifests itself with the exemption from inheritance and gift
tax, provided that the trust has a duration of not less than 5 years, is
non-discretionary or revocable and who benefits from the descendants or
the spouse of the entrepreneur. In conclusion, the choice of the Trust is to be
considered a useful and suitable tool for preserving the company assets and
all the interests involved in the generational transition, especially in periods
like ours, marked by serious financial crises as well as for the other difficulties
faced by businesses.
Keywords: trust
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Best Practices and On-Line Activities
Lidia Nazzaro
MIUR – Pegaso International, Malta
Maurizio Recca
MIUR – Pegaso International, Malta
Giovanni Di Martino
MIUR – Pegaso International, Malta
The theme of 21st century skills. for the future citizen, it implies focusing on an
interdisciplinary-oriented training and the construction of a network of tools,
methods, general skills capable of helping the younger generations, and not
only, to train resources and a flexible and consistent system of notions,
strategies, correlations between contents. All to encourage exploration,
creativity, resilience, self-evaluation for the autonomous and responsible
creation of life projects. In summary, it is a question of acquiring a wealth of
skills, through collaboration and interdisciplinary approaches, taking into
account current conditions: pandemic, crisis of values, new theoretical
paradigms of reference that support the contrast between technological
growth and the fall of traditional models of humanistic matrix. This abstract
intends to enhance the different fields of study and emphasize the role of
collective and collaborative intelligence that leads to the realization of
shared objectives and activities-studies online and through a lived PhD
course doctoral course.
Keywords: online education, skills, collaboration, interdisciplinarity, research
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Understanding the Impact of Coronavirus Pandemic
on Prospective International Students
Xiaochuan Ye
Wenzhou-Kean University, China
Candy Lim Chiu
Wenzhou-Kean University, China
Students from Asia, especially China, account for a large percentage of
international students enrolled worldwide. However, when the Coronavirus
Disease 2019 (COVID-19) exploded globally, Chinese students faced the
choice of whether to study overseas or not due to the potential threat to
students’ health. While some parents and students from Asian countries
remain interested in Western education, they are extra cautious. Australia,
Canada, the United States, and the United Kingdom are still battling rising
numbers of infected people due to the COVID-19 outbreak. And an
increasing number of Chinese students deem that they have altered their
plans for studying overseas due to COVID-19. A rising share of Chinese
students says that they changed their plans due to health risks, safety, and
immigration concerns. Moreover, Chinese students are confronted with
other restrictions for studying abroad, including travel restrictions and online
education concerns for the price of offline learning. This paper used
questionnaire research, analysis based on the questionnaire results, and
data from the public and private sectors. This study utilized the theory of
push & pull to predict the trend of Chinese students’ intention to study
overseas during this epidemic crisis and their concerns: What are their
perceptions about the outbreak? What are their plans? What are they
worried about? What support are they looking for the university? Lastly, the
authors give universities and government agencies recommendations, thus
creating a more suitable studying environment and international students’
policies.
Keywords: international students, overseas studies, coronavirus, education,
Chinese
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Coronaphobia Experience: The Impact of the
Coronavirus Outbreak on International Students
Jiaqi Ye
Wenzhou-Kean University
Novel Corona Virus Disease (COVID-19) has brought tremendous disruptions
to global higher education for millions of international students around the
world. School closing as one major social distancing policy was taken widely
by the government in every country to control the virus’s spread. The virus
outbreak is imposing a threat to international students both on physical and
psychological well-being. This study aims to assess international students’
anxiety, depression, frustration, and stress level during the outbreak. An
online questionnaire was used to evaluate participants’ stress scale in six
aspects based on the COVID Stress Scales, namely (1) worried about
danger, (2) socio-economic consequences, (3) psycho-social
consequences, (4) contamination, (5) traumatic anxiety, and (6) compulsive
checking. Also, this study used regression analysis to determine whether this
COVID Stress Scales affects students’ academic engagement and
academic performance. Current responses show that COVID-19 indeed
causes the majority of international students to have Coronaphobia
experiences. The outbreak brings psychological consequences on students
to a great extent, which requires attention from academic institutions and
government authorities to assist international students in coping with this
situation. Our results provide practical implications to international students
on dealing with stress and educators on identifying students who need help
and how to mitigate students’ stress during this crisis.
Keywords: education, international students, Coronaphobia, COVID stress
scale, academic performance
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The World after Covid-19: Damages and Benefits
of Trials in the Battle against the Virus
Roberta Allocca
Pegaso Online University, Italy
The 3rd coronavirus outbreak in the past 20 years, the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic
has caused unprecedented mortality and economic disruption. Safe,
effective, and deployable SARS-CoV-2 vaccines are urgently needed to
mitigate the consequences of the pandemic and protect from future
outbreaks. Controlled human infection models (CHIMs) have been proposed
as a strategy for accelerating SARS-CoV-2 vaccine development. Both the
public health imperative that drives the push for a SARS-CoV-2 CHIM and the
demand that the risk be justifiable require a model capable of addressing
meritorious questions and delivering scientifically sound answers. Traditional
vaccine development progresses from preclinical to clinical phases and
then to vaccine licensure and production at scale. Current efforts shorten
development timelines by compressing and overlapping the stages,
accelerating the transition between clinical phases, powering efficacy
studies to yield results in a short time frame, and pursuing large-scale
manufacture of vaccines before regulatory approval. However, it is
important not to lose sight of the importance of control over trials, since
uncontrolled trials can cause irreparable damage from a health point of
view. Clinical trials represent a key moment in the development process of
drugs and other health technologies. A clinical trial, in fact, guarantees
‘value’ measurable in different dimensions and under multiple perspectives.
This is why it is fundamental, in the careful phase of experimentation, to
always balance the advantages and disadvantages, the costs (damages)
and the real benefits that can result.
Keywords: pandemic, vaccines, clinical trials, experimentation benefits
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Inclusion of Unaccompanied Foreign Minors
in the Primary School
Katiuscia Trovato
Pegaso International, Malta
Even today, the inclusion of foreign minors accompanied and not within the
school is an important and complicated challenge. School is the first place,
outside the family, where children and young foreigns can socialize and dial
with the culture of the host country.A space in which the personality of each
individual develops and where social and cultural differences can and must
be overcome in order to encourage the integration into society.I have been
working in the school for a long time and in my educational path I felt it was
important to adapt the teaching of my disciplines to the needs of my young
students through dialogue, discussion and teamwork, thanks to the help of
technological tools that, today even more because of the serious pandemic
that has hit the world, have been used to break down any kind of distance.
Intercultural exchange integrates and harmonizes differences, for this reason
the school must promote interdisciplinarity to broaden the points of view
and present the ‘other cultures’ in a perspective that affects all the literary,
artistic, musical expressions and the historical and geographical elements.
Respecting and integrating different cultures only makes us better, in a
mutual exchange that becomes individual and group growth. The main
goal is to make the inclusion process effective by developing autonomy. The
school that aims to confrontation, dialogue and divergent thinking educates
a citizen ready to face the society of the future.
Keywords: intercultural, interdisciplinarity, inclusion
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The Interconnections of Science, Economics
and Governance in Digital Society as a Tool
of Sustainable Development
Annamaria Csiszer
Istanbul Gelisim University
Social consultation in general, and communication in particular is an
important form of online information exchange between the public and
government. The use of the 2014–2020 European Union development funds is
a crucial question in nowadays social dialogue in Hungary which is worth an
analysis in order to get information about digital interaction between
representatives and represented. Both explicitly and implicitly the central
role of my paper is given to questions of trust in social communication, ICT
and e-governance dimensions. What I am really interested in is the widely
understood significance of social trust, that with its own dynamics, structures,
systems and subsystems construct and maintain the functioning of the
science – economics – governance triangle. To what extent can trust in
neighbours, strangers or social institutions affect our social well-being? Is the
digital communication of social trust capable of solving social and
economic problems? Can trust function as a social connective tissue? How
can we reveal these problems with the help of social sciences and how can
we facilitate social trust with the help of researches focusing on the
interconnections between science, economics and governance? Backing
up my conceptualization with a qualitative interview survey carried out
among the participants of the mentioned online social dialogue – being
either representatives of the government or beneficiaries of development
funds I plan to draw conclusions of the lessons of the EU development funds
usage in Central-Eastern Europe, focusing especially on my home country,
Hungary.
Keywords: sustainable development, science, economics, online dialogue
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The Diversity Cannot Be Seen as the Enemy
Claudia Pintus
Pegaso International, Malta
Angelo Ardizzone
Pegaso International, Malta
For about fifty years there have been claims of cultural identity by some
minorities in various countries. It began in the United States around the 1960s
and 1970s and involved women, homosexuals and black Americans; it has
allowed some identities, initially hidden and stigmatized by society, to obtain
a visible cultural affirmation. There was then a second phase concerning
above all European countries, the point of arrival of international migrations,
in which needs have arisen for social reception capable of
counterbalancing the processes of marginalization and the racist attitude
addressed to migrants seen as potential destabilizers of the culture and
security of the welcoming societies. The obvious question that transpires from
this second phase is that of being able to reconcile the cultural diversity of
all without the absolute dominance of the dominant culture. In fact,
individuality becomes a shared social value. In the early 1990s the concept
of cultural diversity became an element of political and scientific attention.
Aware that there have always been social differences that have been on
the one hand a resource, a source of material and cultural enrichment, and
on the other hand a cause of tension and conflict, over time it has become
increasingly evident that diversity could no longer be seen as the enemy.
Keywords: cultural identity, diversity, social differences
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The Recognition of Each Other’s Diversity
Angelo Ardizzone
Pegaso International, Malta
Claudia Pintus
Pegaso International, Malta
For Socrates, the essence of man lies in thinking, which for ‘the human being
is the greater good’, is so fundamental that a life that lacks this type of
thinking cannot be considered properly human. Thinking is seeking the
meaning of human experience. Furthermore, man is fully recognizable as
such when he respects the other, appreciates his culture, values his
difference and does his utmost not to make him lose his identity and
difference. The experience of reciprocity offers the possibility of considering
the encounter with others as a possibility of growth of the self, of the you and
of the us. There are many studies related to empathy, or the ability to deeply
understand the state of mind of others. The subject of empathy is the ‘We’,
which includes the I and the You, but which presupposes the recognition of
each other’s diversity. Studies show that those who have developed social
skills have fewer difficulties in adapting to society. Adaptation as a social skill
does not only involve knowing how to manage changes and events, but
also knowing how to adapt to the differences of others and to the diversity
of thought, which could cause distancing and exclusion. Learning social
skills converges positively towards building a citizen morality, which includes
responsibility, respect and honesty. The school environment, defined by
Dewey as a ‘special environment’, has the priority of encouraging the
student to develop his or her personality in the emotional, cognitive and
relational spheres through the enhancement of their individual potential.
Keywords: reciprocity, empaty, social skils
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Education for Culture of Peace
Rosa De Martino
Pegaso International, Malta
In a globalized society, it is important to educate to the construction and
maintenance of an international peace between different cultures and
populations with connected histories, as stated in the text ‘Social Unease
and the GEA Project’. It is necessary above all to educate the new
generations to this new culture, even before a pupil, each student is a
person in the process of formation and maturation and must be considered,
as such, in its entirety. In order to better educate, it is necessary to undertake
educational paths that take into account not only intellectual abilities but
also the best learning path, personalized as much as possible, and
socio-relational insertion, without excluding students with educational needs
from these paths. special or with learning disabilities or foreigners. In this
globalized world, teaching and inclusiveness from kindergarten play a
fundamental role: listening, sharing and empathy are all essential factors for
the creation of functional socio-relational relationships, a discourse that has
been addressed in ‘Didactics and Inclusiveness in Schools’. Not only
education in schools is important, but also the art of cinema, as addressed in
the text ‘The Ability to Get Excited between the Reality of Cinema and the
World of Pedagogy’, allows us, in this globalized world, to understand new
emotions and to compare us. In conclusion, it is concluded that every
person is aware of their surroundings and the importance of universal values
such as respect for life, freedom, human rights and equality of gender and
ethnicity.
Keywords: education, peace, inclusiveness, international peace, learning,
teaching
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The Medical Liability and the ‘Gelli-Bianco’
Law of 2017
Margherita Lentini
Pegaso International, Malta
The theme of medical liability, and the resulting judicial litigation, is
increasingly taking a significant importance in our country, also for the
related social and political implications. This work analyzes the liability of the
healthcare professionals and tries to highlight the legal evolution that has
affected the subject; we will recall the Italian Constitution and civil law as
well as examining relevant regulatory sources such as the ‘Gelli-Bianco’ Law
of 2017 which, on the basis of the previous detailed regulatory provisions and
the extensive legal framework, regulates the matter. The activity that the
doctor carries out in order to protect the health of the patient, since the
early 1990s, has been questioned and the doctor-patient relationship has
progressively changed. Of particular note are the sharp increase in civil and
criminal liability of the health care professional and the beginning of the
so-called ‘defensive medicine’, implemented in advance precisely to avoid
professional and economic consequences. The large rising in health care
treatments costs therefore motivated the choice of the legislator that, firstly
through the ‘Balduzzi’ Law of 2012 and then through the subsequent
‘Gelli-Bianco’ decree, has profoundly innovated the legislation in this field,
creating a new way of understanding medical response and the relationship
with the patient.
Keywords: medical liability, ‘Gelli-Bianco’ Law
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The Reform of the Labour Market and the Italian
Security Strategies against the Migrants
Ubaldo Nazzaro
Pegaso International, Malta
The processes of restructuring the labour market, which are inspired by
neo-liberal economic theories, influence the migration policies of the
Member States of the European Union. The key concepts of economic
reform, as from 1990s, are the precariousness and the flexibility. The
emergence of the new economy in the 1990s requires the use of labour at
lower costs than Italian and European standards. The migration legislation in
the Member States of the European Union has the aim to exclude the
migrant; concealed work is thus nourished, where it is possible to hire labour
at low cost, functional to the new economy. As from the nineties of the last
century, therefore, progressive European governments adopted a double
neo-colonial strategy, on the one hand, paternalistic, on the other,
repressive. The migration policy is expressed, in the Italian legislation, by the
Legislative Decree n. 286/1998, the Consolidated Text on Immigration (T.U.I.),
which has been continuously modified over the next two decades. The last
interventions to combat illegal immigration are represented by the security
decrees (the Act April 13, 2017, n. 46, the Act December 1, 2018, n. 132, and
the Act August 8, 2019, n. 77), which regulate migratory flows and limit cases
for the recognition of international protection. The main goal of my research
is to perform a survey on the relationship between economy, labour market
and migration policies: the crisis amplifies the phenomenon of economic
and social exclusion, which in the current phase mainly involves the migrants.
Keywords: labour market, migration policies, multiculturalism, work force,
security decrees, international protection
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Coronavirus Disruptions to the Private
Higher Education Sector in Malaysia
Benny Lim
The Chinese University of Hong Kong and Pegaso Online University, Italy
As of 2018, there are 447 private higher education institutions (PHEIs) in
Malaysia, which include 53 universities, 10 branch campuses of foreign
universities, 37 university colleges, and 347 private colleges. These institutions
enrolled over 666 thousand students. Yet in two short years since, the number
has dropped a further 20%. Confronted with a shrinking enrolment and a
relatively large number of institutions, the private higher education market is
both saturated and competitive. The Malaysian government introduced a
sudden lockdown in March 2020, and since then, educational institutions
have to remain close and shift to online teaching. PHEIs, in particular, faced
enhanced challenges. Many PHEIs and their faculty members are not
adequately prepared for online teaching and learning. The lack of clear
directives on the operations of internships and practice-oriented disciplines
(such as hotel management and culinary arts) has left many PHEIs hanging.
The uncertainties of the lockdown also triggered a severe dip in both local
and international enrolment and deferment of studies, resulting in financial
devastations for many PHEIs. This presentation seeks to detail the challenges
faced by PHEIs in Malaysia, and thereafter, embark on a discussion of the
‘new normal’ in the private higher education sector post-COVID-19.
Keywords: higher education, Malaysia, pandemic, new normal
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Intercultural Education between Methodological
Innovations and Ideological Contrasts: A Possible
Model
Emilia Tartaglia Polcini
Pegaso International, Malta
Giuseppe Reale
Pegaso International, Malta
This research aims to be an observation point on the ongoing
transformations of Western society in an intercultural key and on how the
school world, not only Italian but also European, is managing this key step
towards a substantial rethinking of the educational system, giving centrality
to the categories of diversity and inclusion. The school is a crucial place for
the intercultural education. Underlying the study the most recent and shared
theses of Mauro Ceruti, Edgar Morin, Francois Jullien who articulate the
concepts of complexity and multiculturality and support the analysis of
today’s multiethnic society and the educational implications of complex
thought itself. Empirical method for the theoretical framework of study and
exploratory method for the analysis of good practices of intercultural
education. From our exploratory research of the ‘good practices’ of Italian
schools with these characteristics: belonging to highly migratory areas
(metropolis and suburbs), in the last three years, from schools of all levels,
and born from goal networks and with strong partnership, resulted in an
innovative project model of intercultural education that incorporates all the
strong elements of the projects examined. According to our study there is
therefore an innovative intercultural educational response to ensure respect
for diversity and the inclusion of foreign pupils in school. We still have a lot of
work to do, however, because of the unevenness and discontinuity of the
interventions, the prejudice and the reinvigorated racist ideologies.
Keywords: knowledge, scientificity, dialogue, innovation, construction
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Use of Digital Teaching Resources in SMEs:
Project DigiVET
Valerij Dermol
International School for Social and Business Studies, Slovenia
Nada Trunk Širca
International School for Social and Business Studies and University of
Primorska, Slovenia
Špela Dermol
International School for Social and Business Studies, Slovenia
Alexander Krauss
ISOB Regensburg, Germany
Digital learning means a good use of ICT potentials in education and within
training systems of the business sector. In our study, we investigated the
situation in Slovenia. By analyzing various documents, reports, and
professional papers, we realized that there is a lack of relevant data on the
actual use of ICT for training and education. It is not possible to have a true
picture of the state of digital learning in Slovenia. The main findings show
that higher education is lagging in the use of ICT systems, e-resources, and
services such as technologically advanced laboratories, simulations, on-line
test bases, etc. Besides, ICT does not interfere with the basic elements of the
pedagogical process. One of the main problems is also, that institutions do
not cooperate with each, which also means the lack of knowledge transfer
on the digital learning implementation. In the schooling system, at the
primary and secondary levels, there have been quite some initiatives
implemented so far; however, they were fragmented and disconnected.
Investment in infrastructure was not accompanied by efforts to increase the
skills and motivation of teachers and learners to use ICT. Despite many pilot
projects implemented in recent years, just a few have evolved into regular
implementation. The situation in the business sector is even more unclear.
Individual companies are utilizing the use of e-learning platforms, systems,
and digital media; however, the implementation is somehow limited to those
that can afford the resources needed for the development of such
approaches to learning.
Keywords: digital teaching resources, education, training, schooling,
e-learning
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Design Thinking and Gaming Applied
to Entrepreneurship Education:
Project LittleBigEntrepreneur
Aleš Trunk
International School for Social and Business Studies, Slovenia
Alenka Bernik Dermol
International School for Social and Business Studies, Slovenia
Valerij Dermol
International School for Social and Business Studies, Slovenia
Gonçalo Meireles
Advancis Porto, Portugal
Competitiveness and innovation of the European economy depend on
entrepreneurship. Developing the potential of young people to launch and
develop their own commercial or social ventures is therefore of value. To
successfully face this challenge, promoting entrepreneurship education has
been one of the key policy objectives for the EU and the Member States for
many years. Entrepreneurship education is expected to support Europe in
competing globally, returning to economic growth and creating high levels
of employment (Entrepreneurship 2020 Action Plan), as it is essential not only
to shape the mind-sets of young people but also to provide the skills,
knowledge, and attitudes that are central to developing an entrepreneurial
culture (Eurydice, 2016). Eight years ago, European Commission (2012),
highlighted the need to cultivate transversal skills and particularly
entrepreneurial skills recommending to the Member States to enhance
these through new and creative ways of teaching and learning in primary
schools, and generally in education, offering opportunities of business
creation as a career destination for the students. However, although
entrepreneurship education is recognized as a cross-curricular objective in
primary education, it is mainly taught in upper secondary education
(Eurydice, 2016). In this context, our initiative aims to find some new and
effective approaches to bring entrepreneurship education into children’s
lives, either in school or non-formal or informal learning contexts. The goal of
our study is to develop a learning computer game that makes the use of the
design thinking process to deliver key entrepreneurial competences and to
develop an entrepreneurial children mindset.
Keywords: design thinking, education, creative teaching, entrepreneuship
education
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EU Integration through Financial Literacy:
Project JM CU-iMoP
Aleš Trunk
International School for Social and Business Studies, Slovenia
Alenka Bernik Dermol
International School for Social and Business Studies, Slovenia
Gorazd Justinek
Faculty for Governmental and European Studies, Slovenia
Assessing the levels of financial literacy in the population is a key component
of a successful national strategy for financial education, enabling
policymakers to identify gaps and design appropriate responses.
International comparisons increase the value of such an assessment by
enabling countries to benchmark themselves with other countries. Where
similar patterns are identified across countries, national authorities can work
together to find common methods for improving financial literacy within their
respective populations (OECD, 2020). The research paper will make an
overview of the EU’s activities in the field of teaching the EU through the
Jean Monnet Programme. The methodology will be based on a
mixed-method approach: (i) Questionnaires (with both closed and open
questions) will be designed. Data will be analysed with statistical methods,
(ii) Group discussions will be carried out during the roundtables to create an
in-depth understanding of EU topics. Data will be analysed by coding and
the results will complement the data gathered from questionnaires and (iii)
Text analysis (books and papers in the field). This paper will be an added
value to the project CU-iMoP as it upgrades it to an academic level and
allows for a more detailed insight on EU integration issues, EU monetary
policy and financial literacy and its impact on the target groups (academic
community, policymakers with interest in European identity and/or young
people’s citizenship, and youth organisations).
Keywords: financial literacy, EU integration, EU monetary policy, CU-iMoP
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The Role of Albanian Higher Educational Institutions
for Successful Integration in the European Union:
Project VALEU-X
Aleš Trunk
International School for Social and Business Studies, Slovenia
Špela Dermol
International School for Social and Business Studies, Slovenia
Ornela Vladi
European University of Tirana, Albania
Nada Trunk Širca
International School for Social and Business Studies, Slovenia
Agim Kasaj
European University of Tirana, Albania
VALEU-X offers HEIs in Albania a chance to explore, implement, and
disseminate Internationalisation at Home practices to increase their
students’ and staff exposure to a European and international academic,
economic, and societal context. A comprehensive capacity building
programme will be developed and implemented to facilitate intensive
know-how transfer between the consortium members to address the
problems of a limited international perspective in university teaching
modules, and ineffective use of ICT in formal higher education in Albanian
HEIs. Project activities are planned based on solid expertise and best
practices of European HEIs and intensive with Albanian HEIs to achieve the
following concrete aims: (i) Introduce and promote learner-centred
teaching and learning methodologies: Social collaborative learning
approaches are proposed based on constructivist and connectivist learning
methodologies to encourage learners’ interaction and active knowledge
construction for a long-lasting learning impact (Jonassen, 1996); (ii)
Modernise teaching practices in Albanian HEIs with innovative technologies:
Virtual Collaborative Learning (VCL) arrangements are proposed as an
effective mean to improve students’ professional competence, team
competence, media competence, and intercultural awareness. It
demonstrates a considerable potential to modernise formal higher
education by integrating students in inclusive blended learning
environments using networked social technologies (Tawileh, Bukvova, &
Schoop, 2013); (iii) Augment internationalisation at home with ‘Virtual
Mobility’: Modern ICT-based international academic exchange approaches
are proposed to overcome limited physical academic mobility between
Albanian and European HEIs and provide Albanian students and academic
staff with an international experience at their home university using
affordable flexible technologies.
Keywords: Internationalisation at Home, capacity building programme,
Albanian HEI
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The Model of Social Integration of Migrants
in Host Country: Project CiSoTRA
Nada Trunk Širca
International School for Social and Business Studies and University of
Primorska, Slovenia
Luigia Melillo
Pegaso International, Malta
Anica Novak Trunk
International School for Social and Business Studies, Slovenia
Alenka Bernik Dermol
International School for Social and Business Studies, Slovenia
Augusto Sebastio
CSIG Taranto, Italy
Acquiring access to the host society through acknowledging prior
qualifications and catching up with formal education through adapting
school programs, making university accessible, and designing training
programs to access formal training and employment are obvious elements
of integration strategies in many countries. However, high rates of dropouts
point to the fact that education and training can only be part of an answer
to the challenge of holistic integration. Existence of interfaces between the
schools and the employment system, work-based learning, early
identification of risk factors jeopardizing the integration, as well as
introduction of individualized consultancy, mentoring and coaching may be
also vital to create a holistic model of integration. In our study, we
recognised several good practices used in project countries indicating the
five main elements of fostering social integration of youth titled as
engagement, orientation, stabilization, insertion, and immersion forming a
transition system aiming at ensuring full access to the regular system of
education and training. The proposed model is explained from four aspects
corresponding to the level of processes connecting key elements of social
integration and transition from the status of a minor to adulthood, the level
of activities forming the previously mentioned processes, the level of key
stakeholders acting in the context of social integration, and the level of
overall training maintaining and improving the competencies of the key
stakeholders.
Keywords: model, social integration, work-based learning, employment,
schooling
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The ‘Third Man’ in the Bio-Info-Modified Society
Bartolo Angela
Pegaso International, Malta
Today in the most advanced civilizations we are witnessing a rapid change
of man as a social being, due to his relationship with IT. Man, once an active
subject in a society communicating with others, is now a passive subject,
whose communicative makes his life increasingly predictable and limits his
freedom to act. But a society without free ideas is ‘anti-human’. It is right to
take back control of our lives by promoting freedom and free thought. In
recent years, many studies focused on the problem of the relationship
between technology and children’s learning. The results have not been
positive because due to technology young people become slaves of their
tools and unable to develop the autonomy of thought. In 1998, the MIUR
recognized the benefits of yoga as a ‘method of harmonious development
of the child’s entire personality and potential’, and proposed its teaching in
public schools. The purpose of this work is to demonstrate how yoga can be
a valid way to educate children in the correct use of IT, to freely develop
potential and grow peacefully. Yoga is a pedagogy that invites to gradually
give acquisitions, set goals and reach them, take the path and follow it in
the awareness of abilities and limitations, to dwell on everything one
encounter, know how to listen, pay attention, focus on the actions. We used
the deductive method to analyze the hypotheses and the inductive method
to analyze cases for establishing different techniques.
Keywords: biopolitics, freedom, yoga
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Spiritual Intelligence: Newly Grounded
and Newly Developed
Michael Hagemann
Pegaso International, Malta
In recent years the concept of multiple intelligences has been developed
and widely acknowledged. Since a couple of decades, the construct of
Spiritual Intelligence (SQ) has been developed and became a vast topic of
research. Spirituality is by most of the authors regarded as a non-religious
phenomenon. Therefore, many scholars have come up with different, partly
complementing and partly revers or at least widely spread concepts.
However, despite of many different approaches most of the concepts are
built on the conviction that spirituality is more inclusive than religion – that is
regarded as strict, rule-oriented and excluding, especially when looking at
the varying religious traditions. Hence, spiritual intelligence as a construct is,
broadly spoken, seen as the capacity to be respectful and to act
value-oriented. There is no or only little research that tries to discover what
spiritual intelligence could mean from its historical emergence that goes
back to the christian tradition written down in the bible. Thus, this study firstly
identifies the different definitions of spiritual intelligence in the respective
academic literature of the past decades in order to compile them,
compare them and to detect common principles. In a second step a review
of the historical emergence of the word ‘spiritual’ in the christian biblical
tradition will be proposed. This will lead to a new construct of Spiritual
Intelligence that will be grounded in the historical emergence but will be put
into the secularistic context to create systematic principles to enhance the
construct of SQ even further.
Keywords: spiritual, intelligence, spirituality, emotional leadership,
transformation
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Mapping the Organization and Administration
of the Reception/Preparatory Classes for the
Education of Refugees (DYEP) within the Frame
of the Broader Field of Intercultural Education
in Greece
Michail Ntailianis
The object of this research will be the refugee and migrant crisis. Attempts
shall be made to map the organization and administration of the
reception/preparatory classes for the education of refugees (DYEP) within
the frame of the broader field of intercultural education. The theoretical part
will make reference to intercultural education, with elements on
interculturality in education and on its specifics in Greece. Moreover,
reference will be made to the Greek educational system. Subsequently,
information will be exposed on migrant inflows, on integration of refugees
and children of migrants in educational structures. The research part will
concern the teaching and administrative staffs views on intercultural
education in regard to the effect of the refugee crisis on the organization
and administration of receptor schools. This research is original and
unprecedented both in Greece and Europe given that inasmuch the
sudden and massive refugee migrant crisis as the creation and operation of
DYEPs represented phenomena with specific quantity and quality variables
that were materialized and happened respectively. This research aims at
shining a light, analyzing, concretizing and mapping all the aspects that
impacted on and will keep on affecting and co-molding not only the
educational process but also the structure, organization, administration and
operation in themselves of receptor schools. The research objective is to
investigate opinions and propositions made by receptor school teachers
and administrative staff as to the impact of the migrant refugee issue on
their schools organization and administration and as to the settings and
conditions required for the receptor schools.
Keywords: reception/preparatory classes, intercultural education, migrant
crisis, DYEP
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Parliamentary Diplomacy: A Tool to Generate New
Spaces for Dialogue and Multicultural Cooperation
Matilde Minieri
Pegaso International, Malta
In the current international system, States remain the most important actors
and diplomacy, understood as a dialogue between independent States,
continues to be dominated by governments, ministries, embassies, both
bilaterally and multilaterally. However, in recent years, the traditional role of a
diplomat has added new tasks, largely due to globalization. The activities of
parliamentary diplomacy have undergone rapid development in
connection with three major contemporary processes: democratization;
regional integration; and globalization. Several data have been analyzed
and correlated to reports, IPIs website, interviews, etc. to demonstrate the
added value of parliamentary diplomacy. This descriptive study, focusing on
the features of the parliamentary assemblies, highlighted the need to have,
in international current relations alongside the instruments of traditional
government diplomacy, inter-parliamentary forums for dialogue,
cooperation and debate. Analyzing parliamentary diplomacy and the
progressive shift of sovereignty from the national to the international sphere,
it is also possible to speak now of public diplomacy as a metaphor for the
democratization of diplomacy. Parliamentary diplomacy can be used as a
tool to work on behalf of the development of peace, sustainable
development and mutual cooperation, creating new spaces for dialogue,
have produced the most significant body of popular representation, the
Parliament, spanning national borders and becoming an arena for
international discussion. This article underlines the importance of diplomacy
parliamentary as the ‘powers’ of international parliamentary institutions (IPI)
and its underrated role in the current international relations.
Keywords: parliamentary diplomacy, parliamentary assemblies, dialogue,
multiculturalism, peace, conflict solving, cooperation, democratization,
parliaments, soft law
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Italian as a Foreign Language for Anglophone
Speakers
Maria-Luisa Mangano-Johnson
Pegaso International, Malta
Carmela Schiavo
Pegaso International, Malta
Over the past few years, the demand for teaching the Italian language
expressed by American society has grown steadily. The reasons for the
growing interest in Italian study are many, including the presence in the
United States of a large community of Italians of first and second descent
who wish to know the language, history, culture, and traditions of their
country of origin. In addition, the Italian language is internationally
recognized as the best way to connect to the ‘Italian style.’ The US school
system offers a complete course free of charge, ranging from kindergarten
to high school (12th grade High School which corresponds to the last year of
secondary school in Italy). In Miami Dade County, the Italian educational
offer is presented to students with equal dignity with respect to the other
subjects proposed in the curricula. The programs are differentiated on the
basis of school autonomy and the grade of school, several schools offer an IS
(International Studies) or IB (International Bachelor) program, plus it is
possible to take the AP Italian (Advance Placement Program) exam which
guarantees, in association with other AP exams in other disciplines, access to
Italian and US universities. The US school allows the use of Fad, e-learning,
and DAD.
Keywords: Italian, culture, school, music, literature
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Developement of a Four-Dimensions GDPR Scheme
Marko Zebec Koren
International School for Social and Business Studies, Slovenia
The article presents the starting points and activities of the University Medical
Centre Ljubljana (UMCL) before and after GDPR enter into force. UMCL has
designed a four-dimensions scheme to help ensure compliance. The
theoretical background for building the model is based on the findings of H.
Arendt and J. H. Moor on privacy and control and restricted access. The
goal was the design, construction and implementation of the model. As a
method, we used a compilation of theoretical starting points, legislation and
experience with building models. Thus, we are dealing with the normative,
the procedural, the technological and the cultural level. Many of us are
involved in the process of dealing with our personal data, donating personal
data, and sometimes selling it to corporations and institutions, at the same
time. The EU regulation on personal data protection regulates the nature
and role of personal data, challenges, dilemmas, concerns and activities
related to this area. The starting point in understanding the protection of
personal data is ‘I am the owner of my personal data’. The development of
the GDPR scheme for UMCL was sui generis. The multidimensional approach
was dictated mainly by the complexity and size of the organization. One of
the results of GDPR scheme implementation is the three-pillar education
system with open dates, dedicated courses in OE and courses as a
corrective measure in ICO inspection procedures and the experience with
hybrids (analogue and digital/remote) and their implementation complexity.
Keywords: GDPR, personal data, four-dimensions scheme
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The Mediterranean Diet as a Tool for Sustainable
Development and Internationalization
of Southern Companies
Francesco Pascuzzo
Pegaso International, Malta
We intend to focus the attention of the future paper on the aspect of
international cooperation in Europe in the light of the Interreg EU program,
which this year celebrates its 30th anniversary, starting from some elements
that emerged during the doctoral thesis in the phase of approval by Pegaso
International before the final discussion. With the Unesco Declaration that in
2010 proclaimed the Mediterranean Diet as an intangible heritage of
humanity, another important principle was sanctioned in international law
towards global cooperation in the adoption of lifestyles that coincide with
the global goal of sustainable development. A joint action that led the
Italian South towards such an important goal starting from Cilento, the
beating heart of the Mediterranean Diet born in Pioppi thanks to the scholar
Ancel Keys in the 1950s. What we intend to deepen here is therefore the
positive implication that past Interreg programs have found in terms of
developing sustainable and responsible tourism. Tourism made up of healthy
habits and territorial food and wine; slow tourism, linked to the cardinal
principles of the Mediterranean Diet to ensure a relaunch in international
terms of local small and medium enterprises. Finally, the speech will link up
with the official presentation of the Sorrento Charter for sustainable tourism –
scheduled for October 24 in Sorrento (NA) – taking up the principles of the
1995 Charter of Lanzarote (Canary Islands – SP). Two key points in the path of
international cooperation towards sustainability.
Keywords: Unesco, internationalization, mediterranean, Interreg,
cooperation, development
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Kinetic and Robotic Art: New Trends and Applications
Sonia Caterino
Pegaso International, Malta
Kinetic Art began with an art movement born in the 1950s in Dusseldorf in
Germany and called Gruppo Zero. The main objective of the kinetic art is to
completely reconsider the artistic space, making the spectator intervene on
one side and the sense of motion on the other, as an innovative element. The
thesis work presents both social and technological development contents,
as well as contents that can be used in new methods of education, such as
the teaching of innovative technological processes based on Additive
Manufacturing but also engineering contents such as that of the kinematics
of mechanisms and robotics. Models and technologies for engineering
presented in this case are highly interdisciplinary. We present development
contents, both social and technological, with particular reference to the
design of mechanisms for moving artistic figures, as well as contents that can
be used as new educational methods especially through teaching of
innovative technological processes, based on the use of 3D printers and
additive manufacturing.
Keywords: interdisciplinarity, art and technology, Leonardo da Vinci,
scientific design, social and technological development
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Fighters against War: Women Peace Movements
in the First World War
Maria Elena Gerarda Russo
Pegaso International, Malta
In Italy, the development of a critical awareness of war occurred
predominantly at the onset of the First World War, while the Anglo-Saxon
world had already seen the emergence of an autonomous thought of
women on peace as early as the last decade of the nineteenth
century.With the approach of the conflict, the efforts of Italian women
against war intensified; La difesa delle lavoratrici – fortnightly directed by
Anna Kuliscioff, who had Linda Malnati, Margherita Sarfatti, Angelica
Balabanoff, Maria Bornaghi, Argentina Altobelli, Giselda Brebbia, Maria
Goia and Maria Giudice as collaborators – in 1914, at the outbreak of the
first conflict worldwide, made a strong appeal to its readers. The dominant
slogan was ‘We do not want exterminating wars’; the use of arms had to be
countered by the deep feeling of the humanity of women and, on the part
of socialist women, the banner of peace was seen to be raised with force.
Thanks to the group of women who worked in the editorial staff of the
Milanese periodical directed by Kuliscioff, the anti-war movement took on
the value of testimony to the female socialist idea. This paper aims to
evaluate the relationship between the political movement of women and
pacifist choices through the systematic analysis of the writings published in
La difesa delle lavoratrici, the most important periodical of the twentieth
century dedicated to the problems of the female world, using a
methodology based on written and audiovisual sources of archival research.
Keywords: pacifism, feminism, anti-militarism, associations, socialism
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Pegaso International, based and accredited in Malta,
is part of the Multiversity Group, created with the aim of providing
accessible education to international students worldwide.
It represents the educational model of the future: open, inclusive,
flexible and suitable for all. The fundamental challenge is to build
and spread a platform of knowledge in a global perspective,
more specifically to promote local development of the Southern
Mediterranean Area through Lifelong Learning.
The Pegaso International multilingual online educational offer aims
at ensuring more job opportunities worldwide and the possibility
of achieving a better educational qualification in the most
popular fields of study.
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